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Poetry. Middle Eastern Studies. Asian American Studies. Winner of the 2014 San Diego Book Award for
Best Published Poetry. The bride who contemplates her half paralyzed face on the eve of marriage (in the
opening poem, "Facial Palsy") is emblematic of the larger story of Pakistan: an ancient culture fractured by
new and divergent identities. The poet, like the bride whose face is divided into "lit" and "dim" halves, gazes
into the mirrors of history and politics to make sense of the disjunctive parts that refuse to come together as a
whole. The very multiplicities of culture that the poet celebrates ("Socrates / mangoes cut in cubes," "Iqbal's
poems on marble construction paper," "rouge from Paris, coconut oil from Orissa") are also the cause of
dissonance ("War cries of the Greeks / in plume red / Mongols / in horse-leather red," "Gunga Din's ghost
lifted from the tennis courts / of Peshawar Club")—dissonance that is further amplified in the post-9/11 wars
to which a Pakistani-American response in poetry has thus far been absent. KOHL AND CHALK is that
response in the voice of a daughter, a mother, a global citizen.
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From reader reviews:

Laurence Asher:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the e-book entitled Kohl and Chalk. Try to face the book Kohl and Chalk as
your pal. It means that it can for being your friend when you experience alone and beside those of course
make you smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you a lot
more confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience in
addition to knowledge with this book.

Charles Myers:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what yours problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy man or woman? If
you don't have spare time to complete others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have extra
time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question due
to the fact just their can do in which. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is
appropriate. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this Kohl and Chalk to read.

Eliza Gold:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice
through surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated the idea for a while is reading.
Yes, by reading a e-book your ability to survive boost then having chance to endure than other is high. For
you who want to start reading a new book, we give you this specific Kohl and Chalk book as starter and
daily reading publication. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Mabel Maddux:

The book with title Kohl and Chalk contains a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a lot
of gain after read this book. This particular book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to find out how the
improvement of the world. That book will bring you with new era of the the positive effect. You can read the
e-book on your own smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.
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